Introduction
A pedestrian strolling down the Canebière towards the Vieux Port of Marseilles might be forgiven for overlooking one of the more discreet landmarks in the city's memorial landscape: the plaque opposite the Palais de la Bourse commemorating the double assassination of Alexander I, King of Yugoslavia, and Louis Barthou, the French Minister of Foreign Affairs, who were shot dead by a Croation nationalist at the foot of the Canebière, a few hundred yards from the Quai des Belges, on 9 October 1934 (Borne & Dubief 1989: 120; Berstein 1988: 157) . Disguised as public lighting and designed to merge into the urban landscape, the plaque does little to draw attention to itself. The pedestrian would have to glance skywards to notice the inscription: ' upon the world five or six years later ' (Busquet 1998: 386) , 2 highlighting the contrast between the profound political repercussions of the tragedy and its muted memorial treatment. The relegation of the regicide to the minor genre of public memorialism-the commemorative plaque (Dutour 2006 )-and its neglect through non-observance, are apparent anomalies that raise issues of universal relevance beyond the particulars of the present case study: about the preservation of traumatic memories, especially those tainted by political violence with an adverse impact on group, institutional or community identities; about the conflicting claims of national, regional and local commemorative agencies over sites of memory located on the periphery of the national arena; and, lastly, about the appropriation of monuments and memorials' symbolic power by dissident voices at times of social crisis or hiatus and their use in the construction of counter-narratives to 'official memory.' The international impact of Alexander and Barthou's deaths was equally far-reaching.
The event dominated news headlines around the world, making media history as the first political assassination to be captured on newreel (McNamee 1934) . One contemporary commentator, R.W. Seton-Watson, compared the political significance of the assassination to that of Archeduke Franz Ferdinand at Sarajevo in 1914 Sarajevo in (1935 .
Anthony Eden subsequently declared that 9 October 1934 was the day when the first shots were fired in the Second World War (1962: 8) , an opinion shared by Harold Macmillan (1966: 161) . In a grim assessment of the diplomatic fallout from the assassination, the Foreign Secretary Sir John Simon informed the British cabinet that the government of Yugoslavia had been effectively decapitated: since Alexander's successor Peter II was still a minor, Yugoslavia would be governed by a regency, with unpredictable consequences (Cabinet 1934: 28 (Joutard 1998: 194) which saw the Panier-the old quarter overlooking the Vieux Port-dynamited, and 1,400 of its 20,000 displaced inhabitants deported to concentration camps. 7 The assassination is mentioned only in passing as a traumatic memory, one that contributed to the 'mauvaise réputation' of Marseilles in modern times (197) . Yet even that memory has faded from the collective consciousness of the city. It is absent from the realms of communicative memory-seventy-five years on the last living eye-witnesses were children (or at most adolescents) in 1934 and their testimony has gone largely unrecorded-as well as from the arena of public ceremonial:
there is no trace of commemorative observance, either official or unofficial, continuing at the memorial sites beyond the early 1940s.
5 Compare the treatment of the regicide and Barthou's ministry in the 1968 edition with the 1980 edition. On first reading, the episode is repeated almost verbatim, but there is a subtle semantic shift in the later edition: 'Mais le successeur de Barthou, assassiné à Marseille en même temps que le roi Alexandre 1 er de Yougoslavie, Pierre Laval, tout en affirmant poursuivre la même politique, en infléchit l 'orientation' (302-4) . The suppression of the adverb, the integration of the footnote into the main text, the awkward syntax, all suggest a modulation of Laval's responsibility in the redirection of French foreign policy after October 1934. The memory of Barthou becomes indistinguishable from that of his successor Pierre Laval; France is robbed of a diplomatic alternative by a stray bullet, bereft of reason (the proof of a Hungarian or Italian hand in events, for instance), drawing significance from its transitivity with the past anticipated and the road to war. 6 Bouillon (Bouillon et al. 1980 ) places Barthou's ill-fated tenure as Foreign Minister in the context of the collapse of the collective system of international security in the early 1930s, precipitated by Germany's withdrawal from the League of Nations on 14 October 1933. Barthou's attempt to set up a comprehensive substitute system of mutual aid across Europe and his success in tightening France's ties with the countries of the Little Entente-Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Yugoslavia-in the course of that endeavour are commended and sharply contrasted with the policies of his successor, Pierre Laval. In textbook histories the figure of Laval looms large over the events of 9 October 1934. 7 The event is commemorated by a wall plaque on the Place de l'Opéra: 'Les 22 et 23 janvier 1943, 250 familles marseillaises ont été livrées à la gestapo par la Police de Vichy pour l'unique raison d'être nées juives. Déportés et exterminés dans les chambres à Gaz de Sobibor et d'Auschwitz. Hommes, femmes, enfants, aucun ne revint! Toi qui passe, souviens-toi! Ta mémoire est leur seule sépulture. Amicale d'Auschwitz.' For a detailed discussion of the episode, see Crane (2004: 299-304) who concludes that 'the operation was a dramatic warning intended to quell growing opposition to the German occupation of Marseille' (302) .
Peripheral sites and adverse memories
Would it be fair, then, to describe 9 October 1934 as a failed site of memory, able to be assimilated into the cultural geographer's conception of 'failed place'? If we accept Tim Cresswell' s definition that place is space invested with meaning (2004: 10), the significance of the site can be considered as lost on the average citizen of Marseilles, though not irretrievably so, as evidenced by the periodic 'rediscovery' of the monuments on the blogosphere 8 -that variant on the conventional 'arenas of articulation' of memory (Ashplant et al. 2000: 17) , poised between the public and the private domains-or in the recent efforts of the municipality to draw attention to the site by placing a second, heritage plaque at the corner of the Canebière and the Place du Général Charles de Gaulle, as a gloss on the original.
In Pierre Nora's definition, a site of memory is one 'where memory is crystallized and finds refuge ...
[ranging] from the material and concrete, possibly geographically located, to the most abstract and intellectually constructed ' (1984: 1) , from the monument in granite or wrought iron, to the archives on paper or online, even to the newsreel. The site's function is 'to stop time, to block the process of forgetting, to ground an event, immortalise death, materialise the immaterial ... and embody a maximum of meaning in a minimum of signs ' (38) . These three aspects-the material, the functional, and the symbolic-are complementary and co-extensive. Intention is seen as central to the production memory, but what of spontaneous commemorations?
As we shall see, the commemoration of the regicide of October 9 1934 provides one such instance. And if location is optional, as Nora supposes, what should we make of Hawlbachs's emphasis on the necessary spatial dimension: 'place contributes to the stability of the material, it is when fixed in place, enclosed within its limits, and adapted to its conditions, that the collective thought of the group of believers is most likely to stablilize and last ' (1967: 165) . Place provides the anchorage for and ensures the continuity of memory: its image 'gives us the illusion that nothing has changed over time and that we can uncover the past in the present ' (167) .
The memorial plaque and the monument to Peace are proximate sites that nonetheless occupy distinctly separate spaces: the former is located in vernacular space (the administrator (Nora 1984: 196) . Political violence tends to generate a marginality of its own: in this instance, the assassination is seen to have reinforced 'la mauvaise réputation' of Marseilles as the French Chicago of the 1930s (Joutard 1998: 196) .
Adverse memories are arguably easier to assimilate when they are battles lost in wars ' (1984: 196) .
9
While the case of Marseilles is one of civic rather than war memory, and amounts to a diplomatic battle lost well before the outbreak of hostilities, the Second World War is omnipresent in its recollection, although not as a victory: the Defeat of France and the Vichy regime cast a long retrospective shadow over the events of October 1934 in Marseilles.
The struggle over memory
The public records reveal that the memorialisation of the double assassination was (Bles 2001: 208-9) , 10 the rue Louis Barthou never materialised and plans for the memorial jetty, which was to have been the centrepiece of the municipality's commemorative project, were shelved.
11
The tensions which were to frustrate the resolution of the municipal council are already apparent in two communiqués which the Mayor published in quick succession in the wake of the extraordinary council meeting: the first rejects accusations of negligence levelled against the city authorities by unnamed sources in the national press; the second excoriates the authors of an electoral poster exploiting the death of Louis Barthou for electoral purposes ('Le Conseil Municipal de Marseille' 1934: 1) . Dr Ribot protested that the municipality had been kept in the dark about the security arrangements made for 10 Confusingly, the historic index of the streets of Marseilles refers to the Square Alexandre I as the 'garden' of the place Général-de-Gaulle, but it is not named as such either on the ground or in contemporary street-plans of the city (Bles 2001: 24) . 11 In a memorial lecture given in Marseilles on 10 November 1934, the editor-in-chief of Bourrageas's Petit Marseillais announced that an 'expiatory' monument would be erected to Alexander I in the square opposite the Bourse. Again, this was never to materialise and appears not to have featured in the municipality's original plans. (Bancal 1935: 31 has underlined the offending detail twice using the Mayor's trademark blue crayon.
Without referring to Ribot's letter (had he received it, or anticipated it?), the author is magnaminous: the committee over which he presides has decided to erect two monuments, one in Paris, the other in Marseilles, which will be 'the work of There follows a long and muddled exchange, complicated by letters overlapping- had yet to make it onto the drawing board of its designer-to-be, Gaston Castel (Drocourt 1988: 115) . Building work on the monument outside the Préfecture would not begin until January 1938 (Noet 2009 ), the year in which Castel presented the award-winning model of his 'National Monument to King Alexander of Yugoslavia and President Barthou' at the Salon des artistes français ('Monument national' 1938: 1 In the interval, an unrelated incident would consummate the political divorce between 25 'a été reportée de quelques mois. ' central government and the Marseilles municipality, and make any presidential visit unthinkable.
Counter-memories
The Under these conditions, and in the deteriorating national and international political climate, it is hardly suprising that the Pax Monument would never be given a republican inauguration or indeed serve the memorial purpose for which it was originally designed. 
Conclusion
The core-periphery tensions over the memorialisation of 9 October 1934 delayed the building of the Marseilles monument to such an extent that by the time it was unveiled it had lost much of its symbolic significance. Indeed, in the wake of the assassination, Yugoslavia became diplomatically estranged from France, eventually forming the Tripartite Pact with the Axis, and by 1938 the Franco-Yugoslavian special relationship 27 Gustave Bourrageas died in 1940 and was succeeded by first Paul and later Jean Gaillard-Bourrageas. The latter was condemned to death at the Liberation for collaboration. 28 The same source reports that the statue of King Peter I of Serbia, Alexander's father and Peter II's grandfather, was bombed in Zagreb on 29 March, a case of a memorial becoming the target of symbolic violence. 
